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Wave propagation and absorption simulations for helicon sources
Y. Mouzouris and J. E. Scharer
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison 53706

~Received 22 June 1998; accepted 16 September 1998!

A two-dimensional~2-D!, finite-difference computer code is developed to examine helicon antenna
coupling, wave propagation, collisionless Landau, and collisional heating mechanisms. The code
calculates the electromagnetic wave fields and power absorption in an inhomogeneous, cold,
collisional plasma. The current distribution of the launching antenna, which provides the full
antenna spectra, is included in the model. An iterative solution that incorporates warm plasma
thermal effects has been added to the code to examine the contribution of collisionless~Landau!
wave absorption by electrons. Detailed studies of the wave fields and electron heating profiles at low
magnetic fields (B0,100 G), where both Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! and helicon~H! modes are
present, are discussed. The effects of the applied uniform magnetic field (B0510– 1000 G), 2-D
(r ,z) density profiles (ne051011– 1013 cm23), neutral gas pressures of 1–10 mTorr and the antenna
spectrum on collisional and collisionless wave field solutions and power absorption are investigated.
Cases in which the primarily electrostatic~TG! surface wave dominates the heating and the power
is absorbed near the edge region and cases in which the propagating helicon wave transports and
deposits its energy in the core plasma region are examined. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Helicon plasma sources are of considerable current
terest for a variety of applications, including material surfa
modification, use as a high-density plasma source for neu
beam submicron etching of semiconductors, processing
flat panel displays, use as a large volume plasma source
space simulations, and for basic plasma source and w
propagation studies. Despite the substantial experimenta
terest in these sources,1–8 no detailed two-dimensional (r ,z)
plasma profile wave simulations have been carried ou
date to better model and understand propagation and ab
tion mechanisms. Several one-dimensional models that
sume radially nonuniform plasma density and tempera
profiles and axially uniform applied magnetic field an
plasma density, have been presented in the literature.9–13Fis-
cheret al.9 examined helicon wave coupling and power a
sorption in a finite plasma column, assuming an axially u
form plasma and applied magnetic field. Their mod
includes temperature effects in the plasma dielectric ten
which are necessary to model Landau damping. Kame
and Borg10 developed a one-dimensional magnetohydro
namic numerical model, which is based on a finite-elem
method to analyze helicon wave coupling and the ante
radiation resistance for various antennas in a cylindrical, a
ally uniform, cold plasma. In a later paper,11 they developed
a one-dimensional cylindrical kinetic wave code, which
cludes the effects of collisional dissipation and Land
damping that are necessary for the description of wave
sorption. Cho and Kwak12 have investigated power absor
tion profiles using numerical integration methods for radia
nonuniform helicon plasmas with finite axial lengths. Mo
zouris and Scharer13 developed theANTENA2 simulation
code, an improved version of the originalANTENA code14 and
4251070-664X/98/5(12)/4253/9/$15.00
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suitable for describing helicon sources, to examine o
dimensional radial density and temperature profile effects
power absorption that include both collisional and collisio
less damping mechanisms. In this work we extend previ
studies by simultaneously including the effects of the ax
as well as radial, variation of the plasma density observe
experiments and an iterative solution incorporating Land
damping to the wave propagation and power absorption
culation, taking into account the full antenna spectra. T
two-dimensional (r ,z) wave field solutions, wave absorp
tion, and electromagnetic Poynting flux flowing from the a
tenna to the plasma core for a realistic helicon source de
are examined, utilizing graphics capabilities that we ha
also added to the cold plasmaMAXEB code,15 which include
contour and surface plots.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provi
a brief analytic review of the propagating waves in the r
evant plasma parameter range and their role in heli
plasma sources. A brief description of the physics and co
putational method of the modifiedMAXEB simulation code is
presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discuss modeling resu
which include benchmark test cases in which the elec
static and electromagnetic limits of the helicon mode
examined, the effects of linear collisionless Landau and c
lisional damping on the two-dimensional spatial electron
sorption, and a direct comparison with experimental data
Sec. V we summarize the results.

II. DISPERSION RELATION OF WHISTLERS

The time harmonic form of Maxwell’s equations, assum
ing there are no external currents, can be written as

“3E5 ivm0H, ~1!
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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“3H52 ive0K–E, ~2!

whereK̄ is the equivalent dielectric tensor as used in Stix16

which includes both plasma and displacement currents:

K̄5F S 2 iD 0

iD S 0

0 0 P
G . ~3!

After Fourier analysis in space, Maxwell’s equations co
bine to give the homogeneous plasma wave equation in
unbounded plasma as

n3~n3E!1
v2

c2 K̄–E50, ~4!

wheren5kc/v is the index of refraction vector whose d
rection is the direction of the wave vectork and whose mag-
nitude is the index of refraction.

In order to obtain a nontrivial solution of the above ve
tor wave equation, the determinant of the 333 matrix must
be equal to zero. This condition yields the dispersion re
tion, which can be written in terms of the perpendicular
fractive indexn'5k'c/v,

An'
4 2Bn'

2 1C50, ~5!

where

A5S, ~6!

B5nz
2@~S1P!2~RL1PS!#, ~7!

C5P~nz
22R!~nz

22L !. ~8!

The two solutions of the above equation are known as
fast @small k' , high transverse phase velocity, helicon~H!
mode# and slow~large k' , slow transverse phase velocit
Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! mode#.

Helicon waves are basically low-frequency (vci!v
!vce!vpe) bounded whistler waves~also known as R
waves!. In the ionosphere, whistler waves propagating pa
lel to the magnetic field are right-hand-circularly polariz
electromagnetic waves. However, in a bounded system
waves can have an important electrostatic component
both right-hand and left-hand polarizations can occur.17 The
dispersion relation for R waves in a cold plasma can be w
ten as follows:16,18

n25
c2kt

2

v2 512
vpe

2

v~v1 in2vce cosu!
, ~9!

where cosu5kz/kt , kt
25kz

21k'
2 . For the frequency range o

interest,vci!v<vce!vpe the dispersion relation become

kt
25

vvpe
2

c2~vce cosu2v2 in!
, ~10!

which has two solutions forkt ,

kt5

vcekz6S vce
2 kz

22
4v~v1 in!vpe

2

c2 D 1/2

2~v1 in!
. ~11!
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The above equation shows that there are two values ofk' for
eachkz . These two modes are identified as the helicon~H!
mode ~minus sign! and the electrostatic Trivelpiece–Gou
~TG! mode ~positive sign!.19 When v!vce , only the heli-
con mode exists in a cold collisionless plasma and its disp
sion relation can be simplified as

kt
25

vvpe
2

c2vce cosu
. ~12!

Solving the dispersion relation in terms of frequency, w
obtain the following:20

~a! the helicon mode:v5
vcekzktc

2

vpe
2 2 in

kt
2c2

vpe
2 , ~13!

and

~b! the electrostatic TG mode:v5vce

kz

kt
2 in. ~14!

The low-frequency (v!vce) whistler in a bounded system
is primarily an electromagnetic wave. As the frequency
increased up to and near the electron cyclotron frequen
vce , the wave becomes more electrostatic in character
the Trivelpiece–Gould mode~bounded electron cyclotron
wave! becomes the dominant mode.

III. INTRODUCTION TO THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL „r ,z…
SIMULATION CODE

Recent experimental observations5,21–23 show that the
plasma density for helicon plasma sources often peaks
eral wavelengths downstream from the antenna, and its a
variation can substantially affect the electromagnetic wa
field profiles and power absorption of the plasma electron
is, therefore, necessary to develop a two-dimensional (r ,z)
model to account for the effects of the axial variation of t
plasma density, temperature, and applied magnetic field
helicon wave propagation and absorption.

MAXEB, originally written by Whitson and Berry,15 is a
two-dimensional (r ,z) simulation code that calculates th
electromagnetic wave fields and power absorption in an
homogeneous cold plasma immersed in a nonuniform m
netic field. The cylindrical magnetized plasma is surround
by a radiofrequency~rf! inductive coil and both are enclose
in a metal conducting tube. The electromagnetic fields
determined by solving the time-harmonic form of Maxwell
equations,

“3E5 ivm0H, ~15!

“3H52 ive0K̄–E1Jext, ~16!

where

K̄5F k11 k12 k13

k21 k22 k23

k31 k32 k33

G ~17!
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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is the dielectric tensor andJext is the external antenna curre
density. In the cold plasma limit, theK̄ tensor reduces to th
familiar plasma equivalent dielectric tensor used in Sti16

and the tensor elements attain the values,

k115k225S, k335P, k1252k2152 iD ,
~18!

k135k235k315k3250.

The code is written for a general orthogonal curvilinear c
ordinate system (u1 ,u2 ,u3), but for the purpose of this pa
per cylindrical coordinates are used.MAXEB assumes axi-
symmetry and Fourier analyses in the azimuthal direction
reduce the three-dimensional boundary-value problem to
dimensions:u1 and u3 , or in cylindrical coordinates, the
radial ~r! and axial~z! direction, respectively. The fields ca
be then decomposed as follows:

@E,H#5 (
m52`

m51`

@E,H~u1 ,u3!#eimu2. ~19!

The components of Maxwell’s equations form a set of eq
tions that can express the perpendicular components o
electric and magnetic fields,E' , H' , in terms of the third
component (E2 ,H2) and its derivatives. The set of equatio
needed to solve for theE2 andH2 components is determine
from the original curl equations. Applying Stoke’s theore
to the integral form of the field equations yields

E
S
~“3E!–dS5 R

c
E–dr5 ivE

S
B•dS, ~20!

E
S
~“3B!–dS5 R

c
B•dr5E

S
~Jext2 ive0K̄–E!–dS,

~21!

where dS is chosen to be in the (u1 ,u3) surface anddr
5( j 51

3 hjdujej with ej being the unit tangent vectors to th
(u1 ,u2 ,u3) curves. We can then write the above equations

1

iv R
c
E'•~h1du1e11h3du3e3!5unu E

S
B2dS

5unu E
S
h2B2

dS

h2
5unu E

S
ix

dS

h2
~22!

and

1

iv R
c
B'–~h1du1e11h3du3e3!

5unu E
S
S J22K'2–E'2

k22

h2
~h2E2! DdS

5unu E
S
S J22K'2–E'2 il

k22

h2
DdS,

where unu5ue2–e13e3u, K'25@k21k23#, and the component
E2 andH2 are replaced with the scalar potentialsE2h25 il
andB2h25 ix.

These equations form a coupled set in~x,l! and can be
written in the following form:
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h1E1du11h3E3du352unuvE

S
x

h1h3

h2
du1du3

~23!

and

R
c
h1B1du11h3B3du3

5 ivunu E
S
S j 22k21E12k23E32

k22

h2
il Dh1h3du1du3 .

~24!

Note that for the cylindrical coordinate system, the scale f
tors attain the valuesh151, h25r , andh351. The integrals
are then approximated on a two-dimensional (u1 ,u3) grid.
The right-hand side of the above equations is evaluated a
center of each enclosed path used to compute the left-h
side. Since every quantity can be determined in terms ox
andl and their derivatives, the above equations, along w
boundary conditions, form a set of equations appropriate
a numerical solution. We have added the faster MA42 ma
solver package,24 which is used to obtain the solution of th
set of equations, which reduces to the general form:

Ax5b, ~25!

where the matrixA is large and sparse and is not assumed
be symmetric or of any particular structure.

The current distribution of the launching antenna, whi
provides the full antenna spectra, is included in the mod
The external driving currents are assumed to be given a
function of (r ,z). The particle conserving Krook model25 is
implemented to treat collisional damping.

Several antenna configurations, including the Nago
type III andm50 coils, can be modeled withMAXEB. Sheath
effects are not important for these sources, since the sh
thickness is very thin~of the order of 10 microns for typica
parameters ofTe53 eV andne51012 cm23!, and the sheath
velocity (vs5ATe /mi) is much slower than the electro
thermal velocity, which preserves quasineutrality.

We have modified the code to include local thermal
fects. The local linear Landau damping term is treated
computing a localkz value using the electromagnetic wav
fields previously calculated by the code. In particular, t
parallel wave number can be determined and written as:

kz5
]f

]z
, ~26!

wheref is the phase of the axial electric field,Ez , the com-
ponent of the electric field responsible for the Landau dam
ing effect. A four-point central differencing scheme,26 which
has an order of accuracy of (Dz)4, is used when calculating
the derivative of the phase with respect to the axial posit
z. Thesekz values are used to evaluate the kinetic form of t
dielectric elementP of the plasma dielectric tensor. Th
warm plasma dielectric tensor,K̄warm with the P component
now given by
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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P512(
a

vpa
2

~kzva!2

Z8~zn!

S 11
ina

kzva
Z~zn! D , ~27!

is then used along with the Maxwell’s equations to determ
the new electromagnetic fields corrected for local therm
effects. The appropriate collision frequencyneff for the
Krook model is given by

neff5nen1nei , ~28!

where nen5nn,sv the., and nei52.9310263@ne(cm23)
ln L/TeV

3/2# are collision frequencies for electron–neutral a
electron–ion collisions, respectively, and depend on the d
sity and temperature (r ,z) profiles. The electron–argon co
lision cross section that is weakly dependent on tempera
is given bys55310215 cm2 and the neutral density isnn

53.5431013 p~mTorr! cm23. The argumentzn used in Eq.
~26! is defined as

zn5
v1 ina1nvea

kzva
, ~29!

where a is the species type~electrons, ions! and Z is the
plasma dispersion function tabulated by Fried and Conte27

Z~z!5
1

Ap
È`

dz
e2z2

z2z
, Im z.0. ~30!

For this paper, we neglect the effect of cyclotron damping
helicon waves, which is negligible in most helicon sourc
that operate sufficiently far from electron cyclotron res
nance. The argumentzn can then be reduced toz05(v
1 ina)/kzva for the casen50.

The previously calculatedkz values are recalculated an
checked utilizing the new wave fields, following the sam
procedure described above. The power absorbed by
plasma electrons due to Landau and collisional damping
the helicon wave is then given by

P5
1

2
Re~E–Jp* !5

ve0

2
E* –K̄warm

~a!
–E. ~31!

The iterative procedure converges rapidly~it needs just one
to two iterations for the change in the wave field values to
less than 15%! for the collisional cases, wheren/v is greater
than 0.2. At lower gas pressures,p,1 mTorr, a convergen
solution is reached after 10–15 iterations.

IV. MODELING RESULTS

The modifiedMAXEB computer code is used to mod
and study helicon plasma sources. We benchmarked
modifiedMAXEB code with ourANTENA2 code for an axially
uniform plasma in a uniform axial magnetic field. In partic
lar, the radial electric and magnetic wave fields and the ra
power absorption profile obtained byMAXEB for an axially
uniform density profile are in very good agreement w
those obtained byANTENA2, as shown in Figs. 1–3. We ex
amine wave propagation~axial and radial wave field compo
nents! and electron heating due to linear collisional and c
Downloaded 15 Apr 2002 to 128.104.184.4. Redistribution subject to AI
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dimensional (r ,z) plasma density and temperature profiles
taken from experimental data. A typical run using a grid size
of 503120 in the radial and axial position, respectively, for a
cylindrical plasma column of lengthL5120 cm and radius
r 55 cm and utilizing only the dominant azimuthalm511
mode requires about five minutes of run time on our Sun
Ultra2 model 2300 workstation.

Both the helicon~H! and the electrostatic~TG! modes
exist at low magnetic fields and the structure of these mode
was simulated using theMAXEB and ANTENA2 computer

FIG. 1. The normalized radial profiles of theBr field in plasma computed 15
cm away from the antenna for them511 mode, B05150 G, ne052
31012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz obtained fromANTENA2 ~solid line! andMAXEB

~dotted line!.

FIG. 2. The normalized radial profiles of theBz field in plasma computed 15
cm away from the antenna for them511 mode, B05150 G, ne052
31012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz obtained fromANTENA2 ~solid line! andMAXEB

~dotted line!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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codes. The following table presents the parameter ranges
amined and simulated using these codes:

B0520– 1000 G, f 513.56 MHz,

Te53 eV, r plasma55 cm,

ne051011– 1013 cm23,

neff /v50.1– 0.6.

Figures 4–7 illustrate the Poynting vector and power a
sorbed by the electrons for the dominantm511 azimuthal
mode number for different values of the applied magne
field. The arrows describe the direction of the Poynting ve

FIG. 3. The normalized radial profiles of theEu field in plasma computed
15 cm away from the antenna for them511 mode,B05150 G, ne052
31012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz obtained fromANTENA2 ~solid line! andMAXEB

~dotted line!.

FIG. 4. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!51.3 W/cm3# by the
electrons due to collisional damping of the TG and H waves for them
511 mode,B0520 G, ne05531011 cm23, f 513.56 MHz,p51 mTorr.
Downloaded 15 Apr 2002 to 128.104.184.4. Redistribution subject to AI
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tor and their length represents the magnitude of the Poyn
vector. The linear contour plots illustrate the spatial profi
of the absorbed power with the lightest shade shown
white, indicating the strongest absorption zones and the d
est indicating the lowest absorption zones. The maxim
value of the absorbed power is given in each figure to p
vide a better interpretation of the plots. The dark zones c
respond to the smallest power absorption.

The plasma density profile, which has a peak amplitu
of ne05531011 cm23, is assumed to be parabolic in th
radial direction and uniform in the axial direction. The ele
tron temperature profile is assumed to be uniform through
the plasma column, with an amplitude ofTe53 eV. Cases
corresponding to an experimentally relevant axially varyi

FIG. 5. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!50.60 W/cm3# by the
electrons due to collisional damping of the TG and H waves for them
511 mode,B0580 G, ne05531011 cm23, f 513.56 MHz,p51 mTorr.

FIG. 6. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!50.45 W/cm3# by the
electrons due to collisional damping of the TG and H waves for them
511 mode,B05110 G, ne05531011 cm23, f 513.56 MHz,p51 mTorr.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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density profile are discussed later. The total coupled powe
kept constant (PRF51000 W) for the simulations by adjus
ing the current on the antenna according to the value of
antenna radiation resistance computed by the code. The
is a linear absorption code that does not treat ionizat
recombination, nor plasma losses, and changes in assu
plasma densities for the same pressure and magnetic fi
would be obtained by variations in coupled power in t
experimental case. The gas is argon with a neutral pres
ranging from 1 to 10 mTorr, which corresponds tonen /v
50.1– 1 at an electron temperature of 3 eV. For a plas
density ofne05531011 cm23 and gas pressure of 1 mTor
the electron–neutral collision frequency is much higher th
the electron–ion collision frequency. The modeling para
eters chosen are typical for these sources.

The modeled cylindrical plasma column is 120 cm lon
10 cm in diameter, and is surrounded by a conducting wa
radiusr 58.0 cm. The conducting endplates, as modeled
MAXEB, are located at the axial positionsz50 cm andz
5120 cm. A Nagoya type-III antenna of lengthl 515 cm
and radiusr 55.0 cm is centered atz527.5 cm.

Figure 4 shows that at a low magnetic field (B0

520 G) and an Ar pressure of 1 mTorr, the absorbed po
is localized near the antenna and the coupling is domina
by the Trivelpiece–Gould mode, which propagates near
outer plasma edge region.

Figures 5 and 6 show that at higher magnetic fie
(B0580, 110 G! the coupling is dominated by the propaga
ing helicon mode that transports and deposits the cou
power well away from the antenna region. The electrost
TG mode is strongly damped and thus deposits power n
the edge of the plasma. However, for a magnetic field
B05150 G, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the axial wave numb
kz , excited by the Nagoya type-III antenna and plasma
rameters assumed, does not satisfy the dispersion relatio
Eq. ~13! obtained in Sec. II for them511 helicon mode. As

FIG. 7. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!51.0 W/cm3# by the
electrons due to collisional damping of the TG and H waves for them
511 mode,B05150 G,ne05531011 cm23, f 513.56 MHz,p51 mTorr.
Downloaded 15 Apr 2002 to 128.104.184.4. Redistribution subject to AI
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a result, the propagating helicon mode is not excited and th
power is deposited entirely near the edge by the antenna.

The power transferred to the plasma can be compute
from the wave fields as

Pc52
1

2 E E–Jant* dV. ~32!

The load impedance of the antenna is then written as

Z5
2Pc~w!

uI u2 5RA1 jXA , ~33!

FIG. 8. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!51.1 W/cm3# by the
electrons due to collisional damping of the TG and H waves for them
511 mode,B05150 G, ne05231012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz,p51 mTorr.

FIG. 9. The radial profile of theEr field for the TG~solid line! and helicon
~dotted line! mode obtained fromANTENA2 15 cm away from the antenna for
the m511 mode,B05150 G, ne05231012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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whereRA5Rr1RL5antenna resistance,Rr5radiation resis-
tance of the antenna,RL5skin loss resistance of the antenna
andXA5antenna reactance.

The radiated power input to the plasma is proportional
uI u2Rr /2, whereas the reactive power stored in the fields
represented by the reactive part of the impedance. The
tenna impedance obtained for theB05150 G case isZ
50.291 j 5.15V and has a much lower radiation resistanc
than the one obtained forB05110 G, which has a value of
Z50.611 j 5.25V. The higher value of the radiation resis
tance for theB05110 G case is due to the excitation of th
helicon mode. Clearly, the power input to the plasma for
given current can be increased by maximizing the radiati
resistance and this was achieved for the parameters co

FIG. 10. The radial profile of theEz field for the TG~solid line! and helicon
~dotted line! mode obtained fromANTENA2 15 cm away from the antenna for
the m511 mode,B05150 G, ne05231012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz.

FIG. 11. Radial and axial variation of theBr field for the m511 mode,
B05150 G, ne05231012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz.
Downloaded 15 Apr 2002 to 128.104.184.4. Redistribution subject to AI
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sponding to Fig. 6 with an applied magnetic field ofB0

5110 G.
Figure 8 illustrates the power flow and power absorb

by the electrons due to collisional damping of both the he
con ~H! and Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! mode. The parameter
chosen are:B05150 G,ne05231012 cm23, and a gas pres
sure of 1 mTorr. TheANTENA2 code is used to illustrate th
existence of both modes, sinceMAXEB solves for the total
wave field solution and cannot separate the two modes.
ures 9 and 10 obtained using ourANTENA2 code show that
the amplitude of the radialEr and axialEz wave fields of the
TG mode that peak near the edge are much higher than
corresponding fields of the helicon mode. The contribut
of the TG mode to the total absorbed power is significant a
dominates the heating process near the surface of the pla
column. In contrast, the propagating helicon mode car
and deposits the power through collisional damping aw
from the antenna region. The radial magnetic wave fie
Br , Bu , andBz obtained byMAXEB and shown in Figs. 11
12, and 13 confirm the existence of them511 helicon
mode17 and are in good agreement with experimen
results.28

FIG. 12. Radial and axial variation of theBu field for the m511 mode,
B05150 G, ne05231012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz.

FIG. 13. Radial and axial variation of theBz field for the m511 mode,
B05150 G, ne05231012 cm23, f 513.56 MHz.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Studies using the new, warm plasma,K33 term of the
dielectric tensor show that collisional damping~by electron–
neutral collisions! is the dominant heating mechanism f
gas pressures greater than 2 mTorr and higher dens
(.231012 cm23). Figure 14 illustrates the power absorb
by the electrons at a magnetic fieldB05110 G and gas pres
sure of 5 mTorr. Landau damping on the 3 eV Maxwelli
background is found to be negligible for this case and
power is absorbed entirely through collisional damping
the wave as it propagates away from the antenna. At lo
pressures (p51 mTorr), as shown in Fig. 15 when com
pared to Fig. 6, Landau damping becomes important an
incorporated in the calculation of the power absorbed by

FIG. 14. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!51.8 W/cm3# by the
electrons due to collisionless Landau and collisional damping of the TG
H waves for the m511 mode andB05110 G, ne05231012 cm23, f
513.56 MHz, p55 mTorr.

FIG. 15. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!52.3 W/cm3# by the
electrons due to collisionless Landau and collisional damping of the TG
H waves for them511 mode andB05110 G, ne05531011 cm23, f
513.56 MHz, p51 mTorr.
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electrons. Collisionless Landau damping heats the elect
mainly at the surface where the plasma density is low and
resonant electrons have velocities near the wave phase
locity determined byvph5v/kz . The ratio of the parallel
phase to thermal velocity,vph/v th , attains a value of about 1
where the Landau damping process is most effective.

A helicon experimental cylindrical plasma recently d
veloped in our research group28 is 120 cm long, 10 cm in
diameter with conducting endplates located at the axial
sitionsz50 cm andz5120 cm. A Nagoya type-III antenna
of length l 515 cm and radiusr 55.0 cm is centered atz
527.5 cm. The measured plasma density and applied m
netic field profiles shown in Figs. 16 and 17 are used as
input to MAXEB, which utilizes the local plasma dielectri
tensor for the calculation of the wave fields and the elect
heating profile. Figure 18 illustrates the Poynting vector a
absorbed power by the electrons for a localized wave mo
utilizing the experimentally obtained, axially varying plasm
density profile. The electron heating profile for this case d
fers considerably from the one computed for an axially u
form plasma, as shown in Fig. 19. The axial inhomogenei
in the plasma density cause distributed reflections and
vent the wave from propagating to the far end of the plas
chamber. The steep density gradient near the axial pos

d

d

FIG. 16. Plasma density profile.

FIG. 17. Applied magnetic field profile.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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z570 cm causes the propagating helicon wave to subs
tially reflect and thus deposit its wave energy near the
tenna region.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A two-dimensional (r ,z) computer code is used to stud
and model helicon sources. Detailed studies of the w
fields and electron heating profiles at low magnetic fie
(B0,150 G) were discussed. We have demonstrated tha
primarily electrostatic TG mode dominates the heating
low magnetic fields and deposits its wave energy near
edge region. At higher magnetic fields (B0.80 G), the
propagating helicon mode transports and deposits its en
in the core plasma region away from the antenna. The c

FIG. 18. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!52.2 W/cm3# by the
electrons for the experimentally obtained plasma density profile.

FIG. 19. Power flow and power absorbed@max(Pabs!51.4 W/cm3# by the
electrons for an axially uniform plasma density and magnetic field profi
Downloaded 15 Apr 2002 to 128.104.184.4. Redistribution subject to AI
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was modified to include warm plasma thermal effects and
contribution of linear collisionless~Landau! wave absorption
by electrons. We have found that collisional damping is
dominant heating mechanism for moderate pressuresp
.2 mTorr) and higher densities (ne.231012 cm23). How-
ever, at low pressure (p,2 mTorr) Landau damping be
comes important and heats the electrons mainly at the
face, where the resonant electrons have velocities near
wave phase velocity. The axial variation of the plasma d
sity profile, as measured in experiments, can substant
affect the electromagnetic wave field and electron hea
profiles. A future paper will examine the effects of stron
magnetic field inhomogeneities and comparison with exp
mental measurements.
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